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Statement of the result 
Let G be a locally compact group. Lp(G) (1 <,p<oo) is the space of p-th 
power integrable functions on G, provided with the norm 
Ilfllp = (flf(x)IP dX)lIP • 
J. DIEUDONNE [1; deuxieme partie] has introduced the following property, 
called (Pp) (l<,p<oo), concerning G: 
For every compact set KeG and every B> 0 there exists a function 
s EO Lp(G) such that 
(i) s(x»O for all xEOG; 
(ii) Ilsllp = 1 ; 
(iii) IILys-sllp < B for all y EO K, where Ly is the left translation operator, 
defined for all functions on G by (Lyf)(x)=f(y-Ix). 
Dieudonne remarked that if (PI) holds for a group G, then (P p) holds 
for all p> 1. H. REITER [2] proved a partial converse, namely that (P2) 
implies (PI). A slight extension of the proofs of these two facts yields a 
proof that actually the properties (PI) and (P p) are equivalent: 
Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group. If (Ppo) holds for G for 
a fixed po (1 <,Po<oo), then (Pp) holds for G for all p (l<,p<oo). 
The property in question can thus be symbolized simply with (P), 
without any index. 
We remark finally that the property (P 00)' defined in an obvious way, 
is not of interest, because it always trivially holds: one can take s(x) = 1 
for all x EO G. 
Proof of the theorem 
The proof is based on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If G has the property (Pp) for a fixed p (1 <,p<oo), then 
G has the property (Pr) for all r>p. 
Lemma 2. If G has the property (P2p ) for a fixed p (1 <,p<oo), then 
G has the property (Pp). 
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Proof of Lemma 1. Let a compact set KCG and s>Obegiven. 
Let Sp EO Lp(G) satisfy the conditions in the definition of (P p). Put Sr = spplr. 
It is obvious that Sr satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of (Pr). For the 
proof of (iii) we need the well-known elementary inequality la - bit <: lat - btl 
(a;> 0, b;> 0, t;> 1), which can be proved by verifying that for x;> b the 
derivative of the function f(x) = xt - bt - (x - b)t is positive or zero, and 
that f(b)= 0. 
For each yEO K we have 
IILysr - srllr = ([J{lspPlr(y-lx) - spPlr(x)lrlp}p dx ]lIP)plr <: 
<: ([Jlsp(y-Ix) -sp(x)lp dx]lIP)plr= IILysp-spllpplr < splr. 
So we only have to start with srlp instead of s to prove (iii). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let again a compact set KCG and s>O be 
given. Let S2p EO L2p(G) satisfy the conditions in the definition of (P2P). 
Put Sp = s~p. It is again obvious that Sp satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) 
of (P p). For the proof of (iii) we need Schwarz's inequality Ilfgll! <: IIfl1211g112 
(f, g EO L2(G)). 
For each yEO K we have 
IILysp -spllp = (fIS~p(y-IX) -s~p(x)IP dX)lI p <: 
<: ({JIS2P(y-IX) + S2p(X) 12p dx}! {JIS2P(y-1 x) - s2p(x)12p dx }!)lIP <: 
<: 211s2Pl12p IILys2P - s2pl12p < 2s. 
So we have to start with is instead of s to prove (iii). 
The proof of the theorem is now immediate: given po;> 1, let n be 
such that 2n ;>po. By Lemma 1, (P2n) holds; hence, by Lemma 2, applied 
n times, we obtain (PI), and then, using Lemma 1 again, we get (P p) 
for arbitrary p;> 1. 
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